finishes/information
Amalfine™

Leathers
Cocoa (CO)

Brass Finishes
Chestnut (CN)

Bright Chrome (BC)

Supplied with a
natural thread.

Nickel base with Chrome top
coat. Our most durable finish,
suitable for exterior.

Chocolate (CT)

Black Bronze (BB)

Supplied with a dark brown
thread.

Satin Nickel (SN)
A beautiful subtle finish, flat
satin with no brushwork
marking.

Black (BL)
Alupewt (AP)

Polished Nickel (PN)

Supplied with a
black thread.

Thickly applied nickel,
unlacquered to bring out the
best of the soft nickel tones.

Tan (TA)
Supplied with a
natural thread.

Silver Bronze (SB)

Polished Brass (PU)
Polished brass, pure and simple,
expertly hand polished with
nothing added to allow a natural
aging process. Living Finish.

Slate (GC)
Supplied with a
silver thread.

Bone (BN)

Brass Finishes

SPECIAL ORDER
Minimum quantities apply,
smooth designs only.

Fine Antique Brass (FA)
White (BW)
Supplied with a
white thread.

Sand (SA)

SPECIAL ORDER
Minimum quantities apply.

Shagreen designs only.

Hand polished and patinated
to age the brass, expertly
distressed to bring out
highlights and hand waxed for
a durable finish. Living Finish

Vintage Nickel (VN)
Patinated nickel, followed
by hand distressing and wax
polishing.
Living Finish.

Woven Leathers
Woven Leather designs only.

Leather Amalfine™
Mocha (MO)

Tobacco
(TC)

Whisky
(WK)

Flint Grey
(FG)

Raven
Black (RV)

Espresso (ES)

Vintage Patina (VP)
Hand polished brass, patinated
to a dark rich finish and lightly
distressed for contrast. Finished
with hand applied beeswax.
Living Finish.

Hammered Brass Finishes
Burnished Brass (BH)

Living Finishes
Shell Finish (Recess Shell range)
Mother of Pearl
(MP)

Some of Turnstyle’s brass finishes are described as
‘Living Finishes’. This means they will develop their
own individual patina over time as they react with their
environment. Some colour and texture variation should
be expected as these finishes are created by hand.
Once installed a number of factors such as handling, age
and environment will lead to gradual wear and oxidation,
resulting in each piece developing a unique character
and elegance. This is a natural process and is a feature
not a fault of the base material or finishing technique.

Developed for the hammered
range, worked by hand to
distress, patinated and finished
with beeswax.

Burnished Nickel (NH)
Labour intensive, developed
for the hammered range,
polished nickel, worked by
hand to distress, and finished
with wax.
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